
GPU Accelerated Signal 
Processing in Python
Getting Started Cheat Sheet

High-Performance Jupyter Notebooks – Managed GPU environment. 
Scale up as needed. Get started in minutes with no setup required.  
Try the free notebook with examples here: https://cutt.ly/rapids-
cheatsheets-cusignal

For additional cheat sheets go to: nvidia.com/rapids-kit/

FILTER DESIGN

Design finite impulse response filters.

cusignal.firwin(
    5
    , cutoff=[0.2,0.4]
    , width=3
    , window=’blackman’
    , pass_zero=False
    , scale=True
) - Design a finite impulse response (FIR) band-pass filter with a 
Blackman window.

cusignal.kaiser_atten(numtaps=10, width=0.1) - Calculate the attenuation 
of a Kaiser FIR filter.

cusignal.kaiser_beta(cusignal.kaiser_atten(numtaps=10, width=0.1))  
- Calculate the Kaiser parameter beta given the attenuation.

FILTERING
Downsample or upsample signals.

cusignal.decimate(
    x=data
    , q=2
    , n=None
    , axis=-1
    , zero_phase=True
) - Downsample the signal after applying an anti-aliasing filter. The q 
parameter controls the downsampling factor.

cusignal.resample_poly(
    data
    , up=400
    , down=200
    , axis=0
    , window=(‘kaiser’, 5.0)
) - Upsample the signal using the polyphase filtering method along a given 
axis; the original signal is upsampled by the factor up, passed through a 
zero-phase low-pass FIR filter, and then downsampled by the factor down.

cusignal.resample(
    x=data
    , num=400
    , t=list(range(-5,5,1))
    , axis=0
    , window=(‘kaiser’, 5.0)
    , domain=’time’
) - Draw more samples from the signal using the Fourier method along a given 
axis; here, we are upsampling to 400 samples. The window argument controls 
the Fourier-domain window to alleviate ringing in the resampled values.

I/O
Read and write signal data.

cusignal.read_bin(
    ‘foo.bdf’
    , dtype=cp.uint8
    , num_samples=50000
    , offset=1000
) - Read a binary signal file. BDF is a 24-bit file format for packing singal 
data: https://www.biosemi.com/faq/file_format.htm

cusignal.read_sigmf(
    data_file=’foo.sigmf-data’
    , meta_file=’foo.sigmf-meta’
    , num_samples=50000
    , offset=1000
) - Read a Signal Metadata Format (SigMF) file. Note that this method 
requires both .sigmf-data and .sigmf-meta files to be present on disk; if 
meta_file parameter is not specified, the method will use the filename and 
append .sigmf-meta extension. Format specification: https://github.com/
gnuradio/sigmf

cusignal.unpack_bin(
    cusignal.pack_bin(data)
    , dtype=cp.uint8
) - Unpack a binary array. If endianness is big-endian, it may be converted 
to little-endian for NVIDIA GPU compatibility.

cusignal.pack_bin(foo) - Pack a binary arrary. Data will be packed with 
little-endian for NVIDIA GPU compatibility.

cusignal.write_bin(
    ‘foo.bdf’
    , data
    , append=False
) - Write signal data to a a binary signal file. BDF is a 24-bit file format for 
packing singal data: https://www.biosemi.com/faq/file_format.htm

cusignal.write_sigmf(
    ‘foo.sigmf-data’
    , data
    , append=False
) - Write signal data to a Signal Metadata Format (SigMF) file. Note that this 
method will not write the .sigmf-meta file with the metadata information.

FILTER DESIGN

Design finite impulse response filters.

p_sorted, indx = cusignal.cmplx_sort(data) - Sort roots based on magnitude.

cusignal.firwin(
    numtaps=5
    , cutoff=0.1
    , width=3
    , window=’hamming’
    , pass_zero=True
    , scale=True
) - Design a finite impulse response (FIR) low-pass filter with a  
Hamming window.
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WINDOW FUNCTIONS
Explore various window functions.

cusignal.barthann(51) - Create a modified Bartlett-Hann window, which is 
essentially a sum of Bartlett and Hann windows. This filter rarely exhibits 
ripples in the frequency domain.

cusignal.bartlett(51) - Create a Bartlett window. This one is similar to the 
triangular window with an exception that the end points are at zero. Useful for 
tapering the signal without generating too much ripple in the frequency domain.

cusignal.blackman(51) - Create a Blackman window. This window is formed 
by using the first three terms of a summation of cosines. Designed to have 
the smallest leakage possible.

cusignal.blackmanharris(51) - Create a minimum 4-term Blackman-Harris 
window, a generalization of the generalized Hamming family.

cusignal.bohman(51) - Create a Bohman window, which is a convolution of 
the sine window with itself.

cusignal.boxcar(20) - Create a boxcar (aka rectangular or Dirichlet window), 
an equivalent of no window at all.

cusignal.chebwin(51, at=100) - Create a Dolph-Chebyshev window (aka 
L-infinity or uniform norm) that minimizes the Chebyshev norm of the 
side lobes for a given main-lobe width of 2-omega. Originally developed to 
optimize the directionality of radio antenna arrays.

cusignal.cosine(51) - Create a window with a simple cosine shape.

cusignal.exponential(51, tau=5.0) - Create an exponential (or Poisson) window.

cusignal.flattop(51, sym=True) - Create a flat top window, which is 
frequently used to make accurate measurements of the amplitude of the 
signal in the frequency domain. This is a 5-th order cosine window.

cusignal.gaussian(51, std=1, sym=True) - Create a Gaussian window, akin to 
a bell curve.

HFT90D = [1, 1.942604, 1.340318, 0.440811, 0.043097]
window = cusignal.general_cosine(51, HFT90D, sym=True) - Create a 
generic weighted sum of a cosine terms window. A flat top window named 
HFT90D described by Heinzel is presented here.

cusignal.general_gaussian(51, p=1.5, sig=7) - Create a window with a 
generalized Gaussian shape. The p parameter controls the shape  
(1 - gaussian, 0.5 - same as Laplace distribution).

cusignal.general_hamming(51, alpha=0.75) - Create a generalized 
Hamming window that is constructed by multiplying a rectangular window 
by one period of a cosine function.

cusignal.get_window(‘hamming’, Nx=5) - Retrieve a window of a given 
length and type. Nx controls how many samples to return.

cusignal.hamming(51) - Create a Hamming window that is a taper formed 
by using a raised cosine with non-zero endpoints, optimized to minimize 
the nearest side lobe. Recommended for smoothing the truncated 
autocovariance function in the time domain.

cusignal.hann(51) - Create a Hann window that is a taper formed by using 
a raised cosine or sine-squared with ends that touch zero. Frequently used 
for smoothing values.

cusignal.kaiser(51, beta=14) - Create a Kaiser window that is a taper 
formed by using a Bessel function. Frequently used for smoothing values.

cusignal.nuttall(51) - Create a minimum 4-term Blackman-Harris window 
according to Nuttall, frequently called Nuttall4c.

cusignal.parzen(51) - Create a Parzen window, a piecewise-cubic 
approximation of Gaussian windows.

cusignal.triang(51) - Create a triangular window.

cusignal.tukey(51) - Create a Tukey window, aka a tapered cosine window.

CONVOLUTION
Convolve and correlate signals.

cusignal.choose_conv_method(in1=data, in2=cusignal.hamming(30), 
mode=’full’) - Find the fastest convolution or correlation method.

cusignal.convolve(in1=data, in2=window, method=method) - Generate a 
convolved signal by running convolution between two arrays: signal and window. 
The output size is determined by the mode argument (‘full’, ‘valid’, ‘same’).

cusignal.fftconvolve(in1=data, in2=window) - Generate a convolved signal by 
running convolution between two arrays using FFT: signal and window. The 
output size is determined by the mode argument (‘full’, ‘valid’, ‘same’).

cusignal.correlate(in1=arr1, in2=arr2, mode=’same’) / len(arr1)  
- Calculate the cross-correlation between two signals. Both arrays need to 
have the same dimensions.

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
Analyze the spectrum of signals.

cusignal.complex_cepstrum(x) - Calculate the complex cepstrum of a real 
valued input sequence x where the cepstrum is defined as a the inverse 
Fourier transform of the log magnitude spectrum of the signal.

cusignal.real_cepstrum(x) - Calculate the real cepstrum of an input 
sequence x where the cepstrum is defined as the inverse Fourier transform 
of the log magnitude spectrum of the signal.

f, Cxy = cusignal.coherence(x, y, fs, nperseg=100) - Estimate the magnitude 
squared coherence estimate of a discrete-time signals x and y using 
Welch’s method.

f, Cxy = cusignal.csd(x, y, fs, nperseg=100, window=(‘kaiser’, 5))  
- Calculate the cross power spectral density using Welch’s method.

cusignal.lombscargle(x_signal, y, x_period) - Calculate the Lomb-Scargle 
periodogram that tests the significance of weak periodic signals with 
uneven temporal sampling.

f, Pxx_spec = cusignal.periodogram(x, fs, ‘flattop’, scaling=’spectrum’)  
- Calculate the power spectral density using a periodogram.

f, t, Sxx = cusignal.spectrogram(x, fs, return_onesided=False) - Calculate the  
spectrogram with consecutive Fourier transforms. These can be used to 
visualize the change of a frequency content over time of a nonstationary signal.

f, t, Zxx = cusignal.stft(x, fs, nperseg=1000) - Calculate the short-term 
Fourier transform that can be used to quantify the change of frequency and 
phase content over time of a nonstationary signal.

cusignal.vectorstrength(data, 10) - Determine the vector strength of the 
events corresponding to a given period; it’s a measure of phase synchrony.

f, Pxx_den = cusignal.welch(x, fs, nperseg=1024) - Calculate the power 
spectral density using Welch’s method.


